
Do it yourself AFRICAN AERO SAFARIS

  

Jonathan Mutch is a British pilot who landed a flying job that must be the envy of many.  He flies
AS365 N3 from a super yacht which could be anywhere in the world. It spends the northern
hemisphere summer in the Mediterranean, usually in Cannes, then winters in St Barth in the
Caribbean. To make a change for all this luxury he took his family bush flying around southern
Africa

  

Having spent 17 years as a Navy pilot and more recently as a corporate pilot flying a Eurocopter
AS365 N3 ‘Dauphin’ from a super-yacht, I have long harboured a desire to follow the early
aviation pioneers and set off in a small plane for an adventure in Africa with my wife and our 8
year old son.
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As a family we formed a plan to fly a single engine bush plane 2500 nautical miles around
South Africa, Namibia and Botswana, landing on remote strips and crossing the expanses of the
Namib and Kalahari deserts.

  

With romantic ideas inspired by the likes of Hemingway, we imagined that we would
swashbuckle around Africa in the style of an old school bush pilot. However the reality was
more akin to the meticulous planning and preparation that I use for flying professionally.

  

More used to flying a powerful, low hours, twin engined helicopter with the latest avionics and
24 hours logistics support, the prospect of flying an old single engined aircraft over some of the
most inhospitable terrain on earth with my family aboard provoked a real sense of vulnerability
that could only be exorcised by meticulous planning and sound principles of airmanship and
captaincy.

  

In my professional role, flight operations are enhanced by a robust Safety Management System,
and I attempted to mitigate some of the inherent risk of such an undertaking with thorough
training and preparation.

  

I completed a bush pilot’s training course at ‘Bush Air’ with ‘CC’ Pocock at his remote strip at
Barberton.  Together we explored the bottom end of the flight envelope of an old Cessna T41,
flying short, soft-field techniques in hot and high conditions on mountain strips.

  

CC declared that I should fly ‘by feel’, using radical flap deployment to ‘get unstuck’ before
accelerating in ground effect over obstacles in the climb out at high density altitudes.  Flying
straight and level at full power and 40° of flap with zero indicated airspeed was an exercise that
made flight below the white arc on the ASI less intimidating.  I was soon comfortable landing in
under 100m, an essential skill when later faced with poor quality improvised landing strips in our
heavily laden and underpowered aircraft.

  

I was then obliged to validate my licence in South Africa, sitting Air Law exams and completing
a 2 hour flight assessment in the busy Johannesburg airspace before being able to pilot a South
African registered aircraft.  We were now ready to go.
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Two months later we arrived in Pretoria after the long flight from Heathrow, where we met
Markus of ‘Bush Pilot Adventures’ at Wonderboom Airport. Markus hired us our aircraft and
helped plan the itinerary, drawing on his extensive local knowledge, reserving accommodation
at remote farms and safari lodges en route.

  

My initial enthusiasm was dampened when Markus announced that there was a cracked
bracket on the nose gear of his Cessna 182, and the spare part was still in transit from the
USA.  Faced with the prospect of failure before the first take off we resolved to remain flexible,
and Markus proposed an alternative aircraft, to be replaced by the 182 if he could catch us up.

  

The alternative was a 1958 Cessna 172 with a cockpit like the dashboard of my grandmother’s
first car. Markus told me that the oil temperature ‘usually just below the red’, was okay and that
given the slower speed and reduced endurance of the 172, when short on fuel we have the
option to land where able, and fill a jerry can with unleaded petrol from whatever source we
could find.

  

The next day I escorted my family to the aircraft, and could not fail to notice my wife’s
expression; about the same reaction as if I had spent the family savings on a lame
racehorse...‘Darling, I trust you, but really!’

  

Our baggage was mostly made up of survival equipment designed to meet the requirements of
Protection, Location, Water and Food. A substantial first aid kit was complemented by an
emergency satellite beacon, satellite tracker and satellite telephone. In addition, we carried
tools, spares, the means to prepare shelter or clear an improvised take-off strip, together with
solar panels, water and rations. All equipment was meticulously weighed and entered into the
aircraft centre of gravity calculations to ensure that we remained ‘in-limits’, albeit only just.

  

Planning for flights required a quiet corner each evening in which to study and prepare each leg
in as much detail as my 1:1,000,000 scale charts would allow.  The absence of any weather and
wind data required pessimistic estimations of the worst case fuel consumption and ground
speed, calculating the maximum acceptable headwind to arrive at our destination with at least
the mandatory minimum fuel reserves.
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Before setting off, when I asked Markus about Flight Plan submission and accessing NOTAM
information whilst en route, his reaction was to look at me askew with an appropriately raised
eyebrow to remind me that I was bush flying now, and that I should learn to adapt and
overcome.

  

The first flight saw strong 30 knot cross winds for the 400NM leg from Pretoria’s Wonderboom
Airport to Upington Airport in the South African Northern Cape province on the Namibian border.
Visibility was reduced due to smoke haze from the extensive bush and stubble fires with
moderate turbulence. Given the reduced endurance of the 172 we landed for fuel en route and
topped up with the most expensive fuel in the southern hemisphere from a rusty barrel on the
back of an equally rusty pick-up.

  

The best I could do to verify the fuel quality was to peer nervously at the fuel swirling in the
glass bulb in the delivery line...at least it was the right colour. Meanwhile, my long suffering wife
used our entire stock of wet-wipes to remove the debris from our son’s earlier air sickness
episode on short finals, whilst he ran around the airfield collecting the charts that had blown
away in the strong winds that made the light Cessna buck and heave alarmingly until we
weighed her down with fuel.

  

Navigating on 1:1,000,000 scale maps, it was surprising how significant features like mountain
ranges creep up on you.  Fortunately I spotted the obstacle with 20 miles to go because the 172
steadfastly refused to climb. With full power and a climb attitude she simply bled off speed,
overheated and descended.  Faced with this situation we managed to zoom-climb 200ft at a
time.

  

On arrival at Upington we felt that the first major hurdle had been overcome and slept well in the
knowledge that all might in fact go as planned. The next day was grey, wet and overcast, with a
stiff breeze across the runway.  Upington declared itself closed to VFR traffic and we sat
shivering and uncertain. The good news was that Markus had caught up with us and we
swapped our 172 for the repaired 182.

  

We later negotiated a Special VFR departure after having chatted to a pilot who had just
sneaked in from Walvis Bay.  We took off with just enough time to reach our destination before
dark, with a crosswind gusting out of limits and a takeoff weight that prohibited landing for the
first 10 minutes of flight. Press-on-itis...moi?
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Cross wind limits exist for a reason, and immediately after takeoff we found ourselves over the
runway lights and quickly corrected before we started to scud run over the desert, punctuated
by a plaintive cry from our son in the back that it was a bit cold and windy back there. I asked
my wife to try and close and lock the open door. Unable to do so, she removed her belt and tied
it through the handle, holding it shut in conditions that could best be described as chilly.

  

After clearing immigration to Namibia at Keetmanshoop Airport, an experience made charming
by the novelty of traveling with a child in tow, we eventually set off for Vogelstrausskluft Pan, a
landing strip on the banks of the Fish River Canyon.

  

In the absence of any means of navigating by radio beacons due to excessive range and
unreliability, it was prudent not to be too reliant on navigation by GPS alone.  Whilst en route to
Vogelstrausskluft, the screen of the GPS moving-map started blinking ‘low battery’ and I was all
too happy to have plotted our progress by dead reckoning.

  

Given the previous night’s rains, landing on the dried lake bed required that the nose wheel be
held off for as long as possible, so I took time to set up a stable approach at slow speed. My
wife only gave me an 8 out of 10 for the landing, but I cared little, as this was our first remote
bush landing, and we were thrilled.

  

After a day exploring the canyon by foot we set off to cross 450NM of the Namib desert. After
flying through the spectacular Fish River canyon for 40 minutes we landed at a dusty desert
strip at the coastal diamond mining town of Luderitz, where we refueled. The next leg was the
crossing of the vast sea of magnificent dunes that stretched out for hundreds of miles to a short
gravel strip at Sossusvlei.

  

Throughout the flight I searched in vain for a suitable landing site in case of engine problems, as
the huge dunes offered nowhere flat or firm to land.  We climbed to buy time to troubleshoot
before committing to a very untidy forced landing if required. If there was any consolation we
were over the diamond fields, so we could at least attempt to profit from any unplanned landing!
The dunes changed from salmon pink to rust red as we approached Sossusvlei for a two day
stopover.
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Short on fuel, we had planned to refuel after a short flight from Sossusvlei to the coastal town of
Swakopmund - which was closed due to thick fog.  We sat incongruously in the shade of our
wings in searing desert sunshine waiting for the weather to improve before I decided to re-plan
and head inland to Namibia’s capital Windhoek.

  

After refueling at Windhoek, despite ‘doing my sums’ I got caught out by the effect of density
altitude.  Fully laden, we took off in good order, but when I tried to select a suitable climb
attitude the speed immediately bled off and the stall warning sounded. Several times I let the
aircraft accelerate before reselecting a climb attitude, and each time the stall warning sounded. 
Now over a shanty town at 200ft I trickled the flaps in, allowing the aircraft to gain sufficient
speed and climb away with confidence.

  

After landing on a rough strip of long grass at Aloe Lodge, a remote farm on Namibia’s Northern
plateau, we tied the aircraft down to the hefty tent pegs we carried, and allowed ourselves a
good sized Gin and Tonic as the sun set.

  

The next leg was an ambitious day’s run of 460NM, with 3 stops for fuel and immigration to
clear from Namibia into Botswana, ending in a 300 mile leg without a viable diversion. Having
calculated a maximum acceptable headwind of 25 kts to enable our arrival with minimum fuel
reserves, it was disconcerting to estimate our headwinds at ground level at 20 kts. However, a
local pilot assured us that flight above a strong inversion at 8000 ft would see minimal
headwinds. Having calculated a Critical Point and Point of No Return, I was happy to give it a
go, and relieved that he was right.

  

Beyond radio contact and way out in ‘lion country’, searching for viable forced landing sites in
the parched scrubland below became a priority, with suitable dried salt pans occurring just out
of glide-range of each other. After a couple of hours we started to receive the faint radio
transmissions from other bush aircraft operating from Maun Airport to the Okavango Delta, our
destination.

  

After clearing through Maun, Africa’s busiest bush plane airport where the Cessnas queue six
deep at the pumps, we set off for the Okavango Delta, teeming with big game.  The flight at
500ft AGL afforded us spectacular views of vast elephant herds and lone bulls wading through
the sparkling floodwaters that inundate the area after distant rains to the north.
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Our landing was conducted after a low pass over a gravel strip at Khwai Bridge to assess wind,
clear away wildlife and to look for potholes and impressive elephant dung heaps! We unloaded
the aircraft with a weather-eye for big cats, and to watch out for the adventurous tendencies of
our young son who tended to stray and explore every termite hill for Mongoose and Cobras!

  

We were met by the ubiquitous Land Rover and enjoyed a spectacular couple of days in
understated luxury at the small, tented Banoka Bushcamp, run by Wilderness Safaris, where
the attentive staff treated us like family.

  

Although reluctant to leave the Delta we still had a significant challenge ahead; to cross the
Kalahari. Passing once again through Maun for fuel we headed south to the remote Kalahari
Plains Camp, situated in the Central Kalahari Reserve where the grasslands are renowned for
their black-maned lions.  The elusive lions evaded us, but vast sunsets and velvet black night
skies with more stars than imaginable were ample recompense.

  

Whilst at the camp I was tempted to try out some ‘off piste’ landings, but good sense prevailed,
as we had reached the last day of our adventure. We completed our crossing of the Kalahari
and made a final stop in Gaborone International Airport to clear immigration from Botswana,
then into South Africa via Pilansberg, and onto Wonderboom to reluctantly surrender ‘our’ bush
plane back to Markus.

  

This was an experience that has broadened the horizons of my young family, improved my
airmanship skills, and proved that a robust and meticulous approach to planning and risk are
equally as important for a complex high value commercial operation as they are for a tiny bush
plane meandering across vast and lonely African skies.

  

Would I call myself a ‘Bush Pilot’? Only if I had spent the first 17 years of my flying career doing
just that would I dare claim such a thing.  Which leaves only one un-answered question...where
to next?
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